Nautic Team Gozo

Terms & Conditions of participation in scuba diving activities
By signing this registration form, the participant accepts the following terms and conditions:
The participant has been informed that scuba diving can be
strenuous under certain conditions. In order to participate in
scuba diving activities, the participant must submit a diver’s
medical statement and, if necessary, an additional medical
certificate by a physician. Participation in diving is prohibited in
case of drug or medication addiction or alcohol abuse within the
last 12 hours before the dive.
The minimum age of participants is 8 years. Minors must have
the written consent of their legal guardian(s).
The participant must observe and comply with the general
diving rules of the international diving associations and the valid
insurance conditions. In addition, the instructions of the dive
centre personnel must be followed. Violations may result in
immediate exclusion from scuba diving activities.
The proper condition of the dive centres equipment is regularly
and carefully checked. This circumstance does not release the
participant from his obligation to make sure that the equipment
is in working order before each dive.

While participating in recreational scuba diving activities, we
conduct dives (no decompression) up to 40m maximum depth.
Technical dives and special courses, which require
decompression dives and/or greater depths, are excluded from
this. A check dive may be required of any scuba diver.
If a dive is terminated prematurely for reasons beyond the
control of the dive centre or its staff, there is no right to a
refund. A dive is considered to have started with the descent.
No money will be refunded in the event of failure or dropping
out of a diving course.
The dive centre is not liable for loss, damage or theft. The
transfer between the dive centre and the dive site (by car
and/or boat) is carried out under exclusion of any liability on the
part of the dive centre or the driver of the vehicle.
In case of loss or damage of the dive centres own equipment,
the usual commercial prices will be charged.
The participant is advised to use a dive computer and be
adequately covered by ab diving accident and liability insurance.

Registration Form
First Name

Last Name

Street, number

d.o.b.

Postal code

phone

Address

Hotel / Apartment

Email

Country

Arrival

Departure

How did you find out about us?

Emergency contact details First and Last Name, phone, address, relationship

Diving association

Number of dives in the past

Diving qualification

Last dive

Rental equipment needed:
mask
BCD
suit

Boots and fins
regulator
dive computer

Diving accident insurance:

Specialties

no

yes,:

Data protection consent

I agree that my personal data, which I have filled in on this registration form, together with my email address, diving qualification
level and number of completed dives, will be stored and processed electronically for an unlimited period of time for the purpose of
sending me individual offers or offers of services. This consent can be revoked at any time by written notification to NAUTIC TEAM
LTD. The revocation does not affect the lawfulness of the processing carried out until then.

Date

Signature *

* in the case of minors, signature by the legal guardian with indication of name and family relationship

